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SUMMARY An electronic ticket is a contract, in digital format, be-
tween the user and the service provider, and reduces both economic costs
and time in many services such as air travel industries or public transport.
However, the security of the electronic ticket has to be strongly guaranteed,
as well as the privacy of their users. We present an electronic ticketing sys-
tem that considers these security requirements and includes the exculpabil-
ity as a security requirement for these systems, i.e. users and the service
provider can not falsely accuse each other of misbehavior. The system en-
sures that either both parties receive their desired data from other or neither
does (fair exchange). Another interesting property is reusability. Thanks to
reusability the tickets can be used a predefined number of times with the
same security as single tickets. Furthermore, this scheme takes special care
of the computational requirements on the users side by using light-weight
cryptography. We show that the scheme is usable in practice by means of
its implementation using mobile phones with Near Field Communication
(NFC) capabilities.
key words: security, privacy, electronic commerce, e-commerce, electronic
ticketing, e-ticketing

1. Introduction

Information technologies (IT) are becoming usual in our so-
ciety as they progressively replace the use of paper in many
of our common operations. An example of paper ticket
could be the air flight boarding pass. Vodafone and Spanair∗

conducted an e-ticketing test in Spain (May 2007). The pas-
sengers received the electronic boarding pass in their mobile
phone, and they were able to go directly to the security con-
trol area, and later board. The International Air Transport
Association (IATA) started in 2004 a program to introduce
the use of electronic tickets. IATA estimates that the no-
use of paper tickets will reduce the costs by US$ 3000M∗∗,
boosting disintermediation by using electronic tickets. The
electronic tickets have not been used only as a boarding
pass. They can also be used in multiple transport services.
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The AMSBUS∗∗∗ booking system from the Czech Republic
allows the purchase of SMS tickets. The passenger receives
the ticket in her mobile phone; then, the user shows the mes-
sage to the ticket inspector when needed. Leeds United∗∗∗∗

supporters can book one of their sport events and later re-
ceive an SMS with the booking confirmation together with
some added information such as the assigned seat.

These examples show the progressive introduction of
electronic tickets on different kinds of services and the in-
creasing use of mobile phones in all of them as the most
suitable e-ticket storage device. In addition to that, the real
application of these electronic ticketing systems depends on
their security, due to the ease of copy of electronic data.
Electronic tickets have to keep the same security that is of-
fered in paper tickets.

The main focus area of the present paper is the devel-
opment of a secure e-ticketing scheme for mobile devices.
Our protocol presents a fair-trading mechanism during the
ticket verification in such a way the user pays in exchange
of the right to use the agreed service. As in our previous
work [1], the protocol is designed to meet the set of security
requirements for such schemes described in Sect. 2.1. We
would like to highlight the exculpability property, which is a
new property that we have first introduced in the e-ticketing
schemes (i.e. the service provider can not falsely accuse the
user of ticket overspending, and the user is able to demon-
strate that she has already validated the ticket before using
it). In addition to that, now the protocol has been enhanced
with the property of reusability (i.e the tickets can be used a
predefined number of times with the same security as single
tickets). The final contribution of our paper is the imple-
mentation of the proposed e-ticketing protocol using light-
weighted mechanisms by means of low computational com-
plexity cryptography and low communicational overhead.

1.1 Organization

An analysis of the previous works related to our proposal is
presented in Sect. 2 including also the most common secu-

∗http://www.spanair.com/web/es-es/Sobre-Spanair/Noticias-y-
eventos/Spanair-y-Vodafone-Espana-presentan-la-tarjeta-de-
embarque-movil/

∗∗IATA: http://www.iata.org/pressroom/pr/2008-31-05-01.htm
∗∗∗AMSBUS: http://www.svt.cz/en/amsbus/
∗∗∗∗Leeds United: http://www.leedsunited.com/
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rity requirements. Later, in Sect. 3, our scheme is accurately
defined. The security and privacy analysis of the scheme is
detailed in Sect. 4. Implementation details and performance
results are given in Sect. 5. Finally, the conclusions and fu-
ture work are described in Sect. 6.

2. Previous Work

First of all, in Sect. 2.1, we start presenting the security re-
quirements that have to be achieved in these systems, as
well as we introduce a new security requirement that is not
achieved in the previous works and which could be taken
into account in the future: exculpability together with a
property that we have recently achieved: reusability. Sec-
tion 2.2 lists other relevant properties of e-ticketing systems.
Once the requirements are described, the e-ticketing propos-
als have been classified in Sect. 2.3.

2.1 Security Requirements

E-ticketing systems have to consider and guarantee the fol-
lowing security requirements:

• Authenticity: A user has to be able to verify if an e-
ticket has been issued by an authorized issuer.

• Integrity: A user has to be able to verify if her e-ticket
has been altered as regards the one issued by the corre-
spondent authorized issuer.

• Non-repudiation: Once a valid e-ticket has been issued,
the issuer cannot deny that she has issued that ticket
with its contents. Observe that, in fact, this property
comprehends the two previous properties: if the issuer
can not deny having issued an e-ticket it means that in-
tegrity and authenticity properties have been achieved.

• Unforgeability: Only authorized issuers can issue valid
e-tickets.

• Non-Overspending: E-tickets can only be used as
agreed between the issuer and the user. Non-reusable
e-tickets can not be reused after they have been spent
(by the same or other users). Reusable e-tickets can be
used exactly the number of times agreed in the moment
of issue. Finally, some e-tickets can not be used after
their valid period of time. Mechanisms to control over-
spending can affect the following property: anonymity.
Overspending can be prevented or detected. If over-
spending is detected in the verification phase over-
spending will not be allowed. If it is detected after-
wards, some way to identify the overspender or possi-
ble overspenders will be necessary. Some authors [2]
call duplication to this property.

• Anonymity: Not all the paper-tickets present the same
requirements related to anonymity, so we have to dis-
tinguish some possible scenarios for e-tickets. There
are three anonymity degrees: non-anonymous (the ser-
vice requires user identification and authentication),
anonymous, and revocable anonymous (the service is
anonymous, but it can be revoked if the user misbe-
haves).

– Non-anonymous e-tickets: Some e-tickets will
have to be non-anonymous; it means that user
identity has to be embedded in the e-ticket in some
way, in order that the service provider could ver-
ify that the user is authorized to spend the e-ticket.
This is the case of plane e-tickets. In the boarding
phase the auxiliary staff of the Air Company have
to be able to verify that the flyer identity is the
same as the identity contained in the e-ticket.

– Anonymous e-ticket: Some paper tickets allow
users to remain anonymous in front of the issuer
and/or the verifier. Therefore e-tickets will have to
maintain the property. Perhaps in the issue phase
the user is identified (it depends on the kind of
payment used), but that payment has not to be
linked to the issued e-ticket. In any case, it has to
be able to spend the e-ticket without any kind of
identification. Even colluded issuers and service
providers should not be able to break anonymity
of honest consumers.

– Revocable anonymity: If overspending is detected
after the verification process, it means that the
same e-ticket could be used more times than de-
sired (by issuer and/or service provider). For non-
anonymous e-ticket this is not a problem: we
know overspender user and so actions can be un-
dertaken. For anonymous e-tickets, anonymity
has to be revocable in order to identify over-
spenders. Obviously, fair users would have to
remain anonymous or, at least, they would have
to be able to prove they are fair users. Some e-
ticketing schemes allow also the revocation of the
anonymity of the user if she misbehaves using the
service.

• Expiry date: A ticket could be only valid during a time
interval.

• Online/Offline: Ticket verification can require a per-
sistent connection with a trusted centralized system or
Trusted Third Party (online); otherwise, that connec-
tion is never necessary (offline).

• Fairness: During the execution of an e-ticketing proto-
col the parties execute several exchanges of elements.
One of these exchanges is produced during the issue
phase. Many times an e-ticket is exchanged for a pay-
ment or some other element. We can think of some ex-
ceptions: donations (between users), free e-ticket (for
some events), etc. But in the general case user will have
to pay for an e-ticket. During the verification phase an-
other exchange is produced between the user and the
provider: the ticket and the service (for that reason they
can exchange exculpability proofs). Therefore a pro-
tocol for that exchange will have to be designed, and
some properties achieved. We are in front of a kind of
fair exchange of values (an e-ticket for a payment, a
serveice for an e-ticket), and so, some of the following
properties will be necessary: fairness, abuse-freeness,
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timeliness, verifiability of the TTP, etc. It is out of the
scope of this paper to explain these properties that can
be found, for instance, in [3].

• Transferability: Some paper tickets can be transferred
to other people (spectacle tickets, bus tickets, etc.). Ob-
viously it is not the case of identified e-tickets (plane
e-tickets, etc.). People receiving an e-ticket in a trans-
fer (not directly from an authorized issuer) has to be
able to verify that this e-ticket is valid (it will be easy
if non-repudiation, integrity and authenticity are met)
and not spent by the transferring entity. When we are
in front of gifts or donations between confident people
(a friend, familiar, etc.) no special measures have to
be taken, it’s a personal matter if afterwards an over-
spending occurs. But perhaps e-tickets can be resold,
or e-tickets (spectacle entrances) can be a present from
a third company (in exchange of buying some product
from this company). The receiving entity has to be sure
that the e-ticket is valid and not spent. But its possible
that the user will try to overspend the e-ticket, and the
transferring entity has to be able to prove she has not
reused the e-ticket. This problem should be specially
handled when anonymity is revocable. Transferability
will make necessary the fairness property.

2.1.1 Exculpability

None of the analyzed proposals deals with exculpability;
that is, the service provider can not falsely accuse the user
of ticket overspending, and the user is able to demonstrate
that she has already validated the ticket before using it. The
exculpability is an important property in our proposal, as
the e-ticketing scheme should ensure that either both parties
(users and provider) receive their desired data (e-ticket and
the validated e-ticket) from other or neither does (fair ex-
change). The parties agree to reveal its data only if the other
part also agrees. If any party deviates from the scheme then
it can be identified as the culprit by the Trusted Third Party
(TTP). Our scheme defined in Sect. 3 takes exculpability as
a security requirement for an e-ticketing system, as the first
step to include this security requirement in future works.

2.1.2 Reusability

A ticket could be used once (non-reusable) or many times
(reusable). In both cases, ticket overspending has to be pre-
vented. Tickets can be used more than once as is the case of
some urban transport, where a transport pass can be used for
several travels (and a counter is decreased in every travel) or
it can be used over a period of time. Even, sometimes, the
same ticket can be used in different places (for instance, bus
and underground in the same city). E-tickets have to incor-
porate security measures that allow using the ticket in the
valid period of time or for the number of uses agreed (or a
combination of both, time and uses). Some authors name
divisibility to this property (probably influenced by the sim-
ilarities between e-ticket and e-money).

2.2 Other Requirements

There are some other requirements that they are not so di-
rectly related to security, but they can be so important than
those explained previously.

• Portability: E-tickets, as paper tickets, have to be
portable by users. So, it has not to be necessary a lap-
top or a personal computer to handle e-tickets. Mobile
phones, smart cards, etc. will have to be able to store
and process e-tickets.

• Reduced size: Typically, e-tickets will be stored in
mobile devices (a mobile terminal as a mobile phone,
a smart card, etc.), and sometimes these devices will
have a limited memory. Therefore, e-tickets have to be
reduced in size as possible.

• Flexibility: We can think of a lot of different tick-
ets (plane tickets, bus tickets, concert tickets, museum
tickets, etc.). We can design a specific e-ticket for each
application, or we can adapt a general e-ticket for each
application. Obviously the later solution is preferred
in order to economize the solution, and it will allow a
better security analysis.

• Ease of use: We are thinking e-ticketing as a solu-
tion for general public (using paper tickets nowadays,
and not necessary especially confident in electronic
means). E-tickets have to be as easy to use as paper
tickets, and without new problems for users.

• Efficiency: We can think efficiency from two points of
view. First, mobile terminals can be limited in terms of
computational power, and so protocol operations and
especially cryptographic operations have to be reduced
only to necessary ones. Second, communication ca-
pacity can also be limited, and so the protocol has to
be designed with this constrain in mind. Whatever, the
delay due to verification of validity of e-ticket has to be
reasonable to be a valid solution for ticketing by elec-
tronic means.

• Payment system: The design of an e-ticketing system
has to bear in mind that sometimes it will be necessary
a payment system to obtain the e-ticket. So, e-ticketing
system has to allow different payment systems to be
used in order to pay for the e-ticket (if necessary).

• Globally-spendable: Costumer should be able to spend
their e-tickets at any appropriate service provider.

• Offline verification: In some scenarios it will not be
possible to contact with external databases or Trusted
Third Parties, to verify if e-ticket is valid or not. Per-
haps it will not be the general case, but a solution for
this case has to be thought. This property is much re-
lated to the security mechanisms adopted. If an online
solution is preferred, efficiency has to be especially re-
membered.

• Availability: This property can be seen as a security
property, but it is quite difficult to address this problem
only as a security one. We are thinking in denial of ser-
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vice attacks (difficult to handle), disaster events (more
difficult to handle) or temporal malfunction of infras-
tructure (for instance, a power failure). This can mean
that e-tickets can not be verified, and sometimes the
event can not be delayed (a concert, a plane, etc.). A
procedure to handle these situations has to be designed.

2.3 Classification of Proposals

In this section, the proposals have been differentiated by
the devices used in the systems: the smart-card-based, and
the non-smart-card-based ones, with a deeper analysis per-
formed in the non-smart-card-based proposals, taking into
account their anonymity compliance.

2.3.1 Smart-Card-Based

Smart-card-based proposals [2], [4]–[9] establish a commu-
nication channel with the verification system. Thus, the
most sensitive operations are sent to the smart-card through
this channel. The smart-card verifies each operation, so that
users can not perform any non-allowed action. Security of
smart-card-based systems rely on the smart-card security. If
the smart-card security is compromised, the security of the
entire system is also compromised. One recent example is
the case of the Mifare cards, where in [10] the authors suc-
ceeded to compromise them. As a result, all the entire pub-
lic transport system that used exclusively Mifare cards was
compromised.

2.3.2 Non-smart-Card-Based

Non-smart-card-based systems [11]–[17] allow to perform
applications with higher computation requirements while
taking advantage of their high storage capacity and also their
wireless short-range communication resources; this is the
case of the mobile phones, smart phones or PDA’s. How-
ever, as these devices are not considered tamper-proof de-
vices, e-ticketing systems require then high-level crypto-
graphic protection in order to assure that users follow the
e-ticketing protocol correctly. We classify the non-smart-
card-based systems depending on non-anonymous, anony-
mous and revocable anonymous compliance.

(1) Non-Anonymous proposals

Some proposals are oriented to services where anonymity
can not be provided to the user, or simply, these systems
are not conceived to achieve anonymity at all. Among the
proposals that do not consider anonymity, digital signatures
are commonly used [12], [13].

In [13], either the user or the e-ticket should be identi-
fied in order to prevent problems such as malicious attacks.
There is a real relationship between anonymity and trans-
ferability for user and e-ticket identification and reusability
is also considered for other ticket information, such as its
destination. Online mode is used in this scheme for secu-
rity reasons, as they say offline systems show weaknesses to

malicious attacks.

(2) Anonymous proposals

Haneberg et al. [14] present an electronic onboard ticketing
scheme, by using a PDA connected to the system through
Bluetooth and using Java for all applications. PDAs are
chosen for their short-range wireless communications and
the display. Anonymity is achieved in this proposal as no
personal data is needed, and anonymity then only depends
on the payment method used.

In [15], Quercia and Hailes’ e-ticketing system pro-
posal is based on Chaum’s e-cash blind signatures, provid-
ing anonymity to the user, but the communication cost could
be high, and possibly slows down the system. Apart from
anonymity, non-repudiation, offline verification as well as
portability are achieved in this proposed system.

The great majority of the described proposals that com-
ply with anonymity are based on Chaum’s blind signa-
tures [18].

(3) Revocable-Anonymous proposals

In the proposal of Patel and Crowcroft [11] the security
requirements are defined, where revocable anonymity is
achieved, as well as offline mode, although central authority
intervention is needed in order to prevent overspending.

Depending on the services, anonymity, transferability
or reusability would be required in the Fujimura et al. pro-
posal [19]. Pseudonyms are proposed if anonymity is re-
quired, and overspending is controlled by a central database
(online mode).

In [16], Heydt-Benjamin et al. made a proposal using
latest advances in e-cash to improve privacy in electronic
ticketing systems for public transit. It uses pseudonyms in
order to achieve anonymity.

Chen et al. [17] propose the use of mobile devices (mo-
bile phones, smart phones or PDAs) in e-ticketing systems,
by taking advantage of their wireless communications. They
focus on the compliance of several security requirements,
as (revocable) anonymity, non-repudiation, as well as effi-
cient verification. The ticket process is defined in 3 phases
in the paper: request, issue and verification. Anonymity is
achieved by the use of pseudonyms.

The majority of the studied proposals use pseudonyms
in order to achieve revocable anonymity. If pseudonyms are
used, real identity information is not put into the ticket, only
its pseudonym. But if the issuer could link every pseudonym
to its real identity, then anonymity could be compromised.
For that reason, only revocable anonymity for the user could
be achieved. In this scenario, user traceability could be eas-
ily performed if user does not change its pseudonym regu-
larly because the same pseudonym would be used for dif-
ferent tickets. Accumulated data could allow all the in-
volved participants to make user profiles if there were no
pseudonym controls.

According to reusability there is a diversity of con-
siderations; Patel and Crowcroft [11] believe that tickets
can be reusable; Haneberg et al. [14], Heydt-Benjamin et
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al. [16] and Chen et al. [17] do not consider ticket reusabil-
ity; finally, Quercia and Hailes [15] consider that reusability
mainly depends on the service.

There is a remarkable equality between the proposals
that use online verification [11], [16] and the ones which
use offline verification [14], [15], [17]. Otherwise, ticket
transferability is unanimously not considered in the propos-
als [11], [14]–[17].

3. E-Ticketing Scheme

The e-ticketing scheme has been designed for mobile de-
vices, reducing the computation requirements in the user
side, and providing the basic security requirements (au-
thenticity, non-repudiation and integrity) together with ex-
piry date, revocable anonymity, exculpability and reusabil-
ity. The ticket verification is performed offline when there
is only one provider for each service, although the scheme
could be extended with multiple providers that offer the
same service. In that extended case, the scheme would
prevent overspending through online verification, requiring
then the interconnection of the service providers which of-
fer the same service. In any case, the connection with the
issuer is never necessary. In Table 1, we define the details
of our proposal, as well as some notation that is used in the
scheme.

3.1 Actors and Phases

The scheme has the following actors: the userU, the ticket
issuer I, the service provider P, and the TTP T . The phases
of our system consist of the traditional phases (ticket pur-
chase and verification), and we add another phase in order
to register and obtain temporal pseudonyms without link-
age to user’s identity (if user behaves correctly), in order
to achieve anonymity. We can see in Fig. 1 the diagram of

Table 1 Details of the proposal: security requirements, actors, ticket
information and receipt information.

Security Requirements
Authenticity Non-repudiation

Integrity Revocable anonymity
Non-overspending Offline verification

Expiry date Exculpability
Reusability

Actors
User U Service Provider P

Ticket Issuer I Trusted Third Party T
Ticket Information (T)

Serial number Sn Issuer Is
Service Sv Terms and conditions Tc

User pseudonym PseuU Attributes At
Type of ticket Ty Verification data δT ,P
Validity time Tv Date of issue Ti

Exculpability (U) h(rU ,n) Exculpability (P) h(rI ,n)

Digital signature of I SignI(T)

Receipt Information (R)
Exculpability (P) AP Timestamp τi

Ticket serial number T.Sn Digital signature of P SignP(R)

the entire protocol, with all its actors and phases. Then, the
resulting phases are: Pseudonym Renewal, where the user
obtains a new temporal pseudonym to be used in the sys-
tem; Ticket Purchase, that consists on the payment of the
service and reception of the ticket; and Ticket Verification,
where the user shows the ticket to the service provider in
order to be checked and validated. Other phases considered
in the system are claims. These claims should only be ex-
ecuted in case of controversial situations during the Ticket
Verification phase: Claim m2 Not Received (when U sends
the first step of the verification m1 but does not receive m2

by P, or the information is not correct); Claim m3 Not Re-
ceived (when P sends the second step of the verification m2

but does not receive m3 byU, or the information is not cor-
rect); and Claim m4 Not Received (when U sends the third
step of the verification m3 but does not receive m4 by P,
or the information is not correct). These situations will be
explained in the following sections.

Users have a digital credential (CertU) for authentica-
tion to the TTP only, as the system is anonymous, and all
further movements in the system are tracked only with the
assigned temporal pseudonym (PseuU).

3.1.1 Pseudonym Renewal

The user U contacts the pseudonym manager T in order
to renew the assigned pseudonym. The certificate CertU
identifies U through a secure connection established be-
tween the two parties. The system has the public param-
eters (α, p, q), where α is a generator of the group G with
order p, being p and q large primes achieving p = 2q + 1.

U generates a random value xU
R← Zq and computes yU =

αxU (mod p) in order to receive a valid signed pseudonym
PseuU from T . U and T have their own pair of keys used
for signature and encryption of the transmitted data between
them.

authenticateUser UserU follows the next steps:

1. generates xU
R← Zq, and computes yU = αxU (mod p);

Fig. 1 Diagram of the entire protocol.
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Fig. 2 Hash chain.

2. computes the signature SignU(yU) = skU(hyU )† where hyU =

hash(yU)††;
3. encrypts the information to be sent (yU ,SignU(yU),CertU)

with the T ’s public key as a digital envelope: pkT (yU ,
SignU(yU),CertU)†††;

4. sends pkT (yU ,SignU(yU),CertU) to T ;

generatePseudonym Pseudonym Manager T executes:

1. decrypts skT (pkT (yU , SignU(yU),CertU))
→ (yU ,SignU(yU),CertU);

2. verifies yU : pkU(skU(hyU ))→ (hyU )
?
= hash(yU);

3. if correct, then computes the signature of SignT (yU) =
skT (hyU );

4. encrypts the signature with theU’s public key:
pkU(SignT (yU)); and

5. sends pkU(SignT (yU)) toU;

verifyPseudonym U computes:

1. decrypts skU(pkU(SignT (yU)))→ (SignT (yU));

2. verifies the TTP signature of yU : pkT (skT (hyU )) → (hyU )
?
=

hash(yU).

Note that hash() is a public cryptographic one-way summa-
rizing function that achieves collision-resistance. The nota-
tion hashn (item) is used to describe that the hash function is
applied n times over the item as a chain (i.e. hashn (item) =
hash(......n−2 (hash(item)))). Moreover, the h(item,n) is used as
the value of the calculation of hashn (item) as depicted in
Fig. 2.

3.1.2 Ticket Purchase

The user establishes a connection with the ticket issuer I
in order to receive the ticket. This connection could be
established through an anonymous channel like TOR [20],
guaranteeing then user’s privacy. There are current contri-
butions†††† that have implemented TOR for mobile devices
with Android. I has a key pair and its public key certificate
(CertI). Users do not use their personal keys (it would cause
loss of anonymity); they use the temporal pseudonyms and
authenticate through the Schnorr’s Zero-Knowledge Proof
(ZKP) [21]. The payment method is considered as out of
scope in this proposal as we focus on the privacy given to
user when joining/exiting the system, and using the service.
I generates the ticket with the information and its digital
signature, together with the secret value rI and the secret
shared key (they are decryptable only by P and T ) in order
to let the provider show the secret value rI later, in the ver-
ification phase. The ticket issuer I and the user U follow
this protocol:

getService U executes:

1. selects and pays for the desired service Sv;

2. generates a random value rU
R← Zq, and computes h(rU ,n) =

hashn(rU), where n is the predefined maximum number of
times that the e-ticket can be spent;

3. computes HU = αrU (mod p);

4. generates two more random values a1, a2
R← Zq to be used in

the Schnorr proof;
5. computes A1 = α

a1 (mod p);
6. computes A2 = α

a2 (mod p);
7. sends (PseuU ,HU , A1, A2, h(rU ,n),Sv) to the ticket issuer I;

getChallenge I follows the next steps:

1. generates and sends a challenge c
R← Zq forU;

2. asynchronously, for optimization, pre-computes yUc (mod p);
3. asynchronously, for optimization, pre-computes HU

c (mod p);

solveChallenge U computes:

1. computes w1 = a1 + c · xU (mod q);
2. computes w2 = a2 + c · rU (mod q);
3. encrypts (w1,w2) and sends it to I: pkI((w1,w2));
4. pre-computes the shared session key used in the ticket verifi-

cation: K = hash(w2);

getTicket I follows the next steps:

1. decrypts skI(pkI(w1,w2))→ (w1,w2);
2. computes αw1 (mod p);
3. computes αw2 (mod p);

4. verifies αw1
?
= A1 · yUc (mod p);

5. verifies αw2
?
= A2 · HUc (mod p);

6. computes the shared session key: K = hash(w2);

7. obtains a unique serial number Sn, and a random value rI
R←

Zp;
8. computes h(rI ,n) = hashn(rI);
9. composes κ = (K, rI) and signs it κ∗ = (κ,SignI(κ));

10. encrypts κ∗ with a digital envelope which is decryptable by the
TTP T and the provider P for possible future controversial sit-
uations during the ticket verification: δT ,P = pkT ,P(κ∗). This
is a mechanism that prevents I from forging rI, because T can
check that information and, demonstrate that I is the culprit;

11. fills out the ticket information T (Sn, Sv, PseuU , Tv, Ti,
h(rI ,n), h(rU ,n), δT ,P, etc.);

12. digitally signs the ticket T, and obtains the signed ticket,
SignI(T) = skI(hash(T)), and T∗ = (T,SignI(T));

13. sends T∗ to the userU;

receiveTicket U executes:

1. verifies the digital signature SignI(T) of the ticket T using the
issuer’s certificate;

2. verifies that ticket T data and the performed request match;
3. verifies the ticket validity (T.Ti,T.Tv);
4. verifies T.PseuU ;
5. stores (T∗, rU , j = 0) in the device. We set up j to 0 because

represents the times that the e-ticket has been used. The e-
ticket will be totally consumed when j = n.

†Note that skE(content) means the decryption of content or the
generation of a signature with its content content by using the pri-
vate key of the entity E
††Note that hash() is a public cryptographic one-way summa-

rizing function that achieves collision-resistance. The notation
hash(item)n is used to describe that the hash function is applied
n times over the item (i.e. hash(item)n = hash( ......n−2 (hash(item))))
†††Note that pkE(content) means the encryption of content or the

verification of a signature content by using the public key of the
entity E
††††http://sourceforge.net/apps/trac/silvertunnel/wiki/

TorJavaOverview
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3.1.3 Ticket Verification

When the user wants to use the service, she must verify the
ticket in advance. For simplicity, we present the ticket ver-
ification with only one provider, so the service provider P
never needs permanent communication with the ticket is-
suer. Nonetheless, the protocol can be extended for multiple
providers. In that case, all the service providers should be
connected to a central repository of spent tickets in order
to control ticket overspending. In these situations, when a
ticket starts its verification process, the database has to lock
its item (keyed with the unique serial number of the ticket)
in order to allow concurrent accesses to the database for dif-
ferent tickets; in this case, if another user tried to verify the
same ticket in another provider concurrently, it could not be
possible.

The user only interacts with the service provider, but
in controversial situations, she and/or the service provider
could interact directly with the TTP through a resilient con-
nection in order to preserve the security requirements of the
protocol. If user misbehaved, her identity could be revoked,
enabling to take further actions.

U sends the ticket T∗, and P checks it. If passed, P
sends the commitment so that rI will be disclosed if U be-
haves correctly. Once the user sends the secret value rU
encrypted through a shared key, then she receives the secret
rI together with the receipt R∗ from P. The service provider
P and the userU do the following steps:

showTicket U computes:

1. sends ticket m1 = (T∗, i) to P. As a general case, we suppose
that the service costs s of the n times that the e-ticket can be
spent. So, the value i is computed as i = j + s;

verifyTicket P executes:

1. verifies the ticket signature, T.Sv, T.Ti, and T.Tv;
2. if the verifications fail, P omits m1, and aborts the ticket veri-

fication;
3. else P looks for the ticket T∗ in the database using T.Sn

and locking this item; later, it verifies that the ticket has not
been spent by retreiving the information related to the ticket
( j, h(rU ,n− j)) in the provider’s database (if no information is
found, then j is set to j = 0):

a. if (i > j) then:

i. computes AP,i = PRNG(hK) ⊕ h(rI ,n−i), where
PRNG(hK) is a secure pseudorandom number
generator and, hK = hash(K) is the seed. Note that
K and rI are obtained from δT ,P, then the provider
is able to compute h(rI ,n−i) = hash(n−i)(rI);

ii. encrypts AP,i with the public key of the TTP T :
pkT (AP,i);

iii. stores AP,i for future use;
iv. assigns Vsucc = (T.Sn, flag1, τ1, pkT (AP,i), j), (τ1

is the verification timestamp). The flag flag1 in-
dicates that the ticket is valid and has not been
spent yet. The signature is noted: Vsucc

∗ =
(Vsucc, skP(hash(Vsucc)));

v. sends m2 = Vsucc
∗ toU;

b. if (i ≤ j) then:

i. computes h(rU ,n−i) = hash( j−i)(h(rU ,n− j))

ii. assigns Vfail = (T.Sn, h(rU ,n−i), flag0, i, τ1). The
flag0 indicates that the ticket has been spent, i.e.
is not valid. The signature is noted: Vfail

∗ =
(Vfail, skP(hash(Vfail)));

iii. sends m2 = Vfail
∗ toU;

showProof U executes:

1. verifies P’s signature;
2. if Vsucc

∗ or either Vfail
∗ are not received, the Claim m2 Not

Received is called;

a. if Vfail
∗ is received, U aborts the verification process.

If the response is not correct, U can contact with the
TTP to reconsider the situation by calling Claim m2 Not
Received;

b. if m2 = Vsucc
∗ is received,U has to verify the signature

and data. If verifications are correct she continues the
protocol. Otherwise, U can contact the TTP by calling
Claim m2 Not Received;

3. calculates AU,i = PRNG(K) ⊕ h(rU ,n−i), using the shared value
K as seed;

4. sends m3 = (T.Sn,AU,i) to P;

verifyProof P follows the next steps:

1. if h(rU ,n−i) is not received, the Claim m3 Not Received is called;
2. obtains T.Sn, and computes h(rU ,n−i) = AU,i ⊕ PRNG(K);

3. verifies h(rU ,n− j)
?
= hashs(h(rU ,n−i));

4. if h(rU ,n−i) does not match, the Claim m3 Not Received is
called;

5. generates τ2 and verifies it using the ticket expiry date
(T.Ti,T.Tv) and the timestamp τ1;

6. signs AP,i approving then the verification with timestamp τ2:
R = (AP,i,T.Sn, τ2), and R∗ = (R, skP(hash(R)));

7. stores, updates its database, and unlocks the Sn from the
database: [R∗, (h(rU ,n− j) � h(rU ,n−i)), ( j � i)]†;

8. sends m4 = R∗ toU;

getValidationConfirmation U follows the next steps:

1. checks the signature of R∗;
2. computes h(rI ,n−i) = AP,i ⊕ PRNG(hK);

3. verifies h(rI ,n− j)
?
= hash(i− j)(h(rI ,n−i));

4. if all verifications are correct, then stores and updates her
database [R∗, (h(rU ,n− j) � h(rU ,n−i)), ( j � i)]; or else calls
Claim m4 Not Received to the TTP.

The Ticket Verification protocol is a fair exchange pro-
tocol with the existence of an offline TTP [22] between the
user and the provider of the service (a valid e-ticket is given
in exchange for the permission to use the service). This en-
ables dispute resolution protocols in case of incorrect be-
haviour of the actors so as to preserve the security of the
system. In case of dispute, they can contact the TTP follow-
ing these protocols:

3.1.4 Claim m2 Not Received

This protocol can be executed if U sends m1 and says that
she has not received m2 = Vsucc

∗ from P.

Claim UserU executes:

1. sends the ticket m1 = (T∗, i) to the TTP T ;

Response TTP T follows the next steps:

†The notation a � b is used to describe a database update op-
eration where the value represented by a is replaced by b.
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1. checks the information, signature and timestamp;
2. if the verification is correct, generates (T.Sn, τ3); then
3. signs the information m5 = ((T.Sn, τ3), skT (hash((T.Sn, τ3)));

and
4. sends m5 to both U and P. This entails acceptance of U’s

sent information and then P has the responsibility to unblock
and send a correct m2 to continue with the verification phase at
sub-phase verifyTicket. After that, if the service could not be
finally guaranteed, U could demonstrate to a third party (by
showing m5) that U behaved correctly and P was the respon-
sible of the denial of service;

verifyTicketWithTTP Service provider P executes:

1. executes verifyTicket normally;
2. sends m2 to both T and U, and continues the Ticket Verifica-

tion steps at point showProof. The TTP has to store m2 and
m5 because the user can go to an external dispute resolution
system (if m2 is still wrong) to solve the problem. In this case,
the TTP will be able to provide these evidences.

3.1.5 Claim m3 Not Received

This protocol can be executed if P sends m2 and says that
has not received m3 = AU,i (with a correct h(rU ,n−i) inside)
fromU.

Claim Provider P executes:

1. blocks the ticket T.Sn till the reception of m3 from U or m5
by T ;

2. another T.Sn′ received from the same connection could not be
accepted and m2 = Vsucc

∗ would be repeatedly sent in order to
unblock the ticket identified by T.Sn.

3.1.6 Claim m4 Not Received

This protocol can be executed if U sends m3 and says that
has not received m4 = R∗ (with the contained h(rI,n−i)) from
P.

Claim UserU follows the next steps:

1. sends to the TTP T : (m1,m2,m3) = (T∗,Vsucc
∗, (T.Sn,AU,i));

Response TTP T executes:

1. checks the entire information; if verification fails, aborts the
claim;

2. computes AP,i = PRNG(hK) ⊕ h(rI ,n−i) using K and rI. Note
that K and rI can be obtained by decrypting δT ,P and then P
can computes h(rI ,n−i) = hash(n−i)(rI);

3. checks that AP,i (from the previous step)
?
= m2.Vsucc.AP,i;

4. verifies that h(rI ,n−i) (computed at step 2) matches with
T.h(rI ,n);

5. checks that m1.i > m2.Vsucc. j
6. computes h(rU ,n−i) = AU,i ⊕ PRNG(K) and checks that

hashi(h(rU ,n−i))
?
= T.h(rU ,n)

7. if everything is successful, then generates (T.Sn,AP,i,AU,i, τ4);
otherwise, it publishes which entity misbehaved in accordance
with the above verifications;

8. signs the information m6 = ((T.Sn,AP,i,AU,i, τ4), skT
(hash((T.Sn,AP,i,AU,i, τ4)));

9. sends m6 toU.

Message m6 can be used as an evidence in case of a
user demand for the right to use the service in an external
dispute resolution system.

3.2 Multiple Providers

The described proposal considers that only one provider is
able to give a certain service, enabling then offline verifica-
tion. Nevertheless, this scenario could be extended to the
existence of multiple providers that give a certain service
and accept the same ticket in different places, but guarantee-
ing the control of ticket overspending through online verifi-
cation between all the providers. In this extended scenario,
skP would be shared between the providers, enabling the
access to K and rI. There should be also special care to the
distribution and control of used tickets (controlled by the ex-
istence of rU in the database for that ticket). There should be
a central database where all the providers could store all the
used tickets, and then the verification would be online by
imperative. In this scenario, the central server would only
control the database, as the providers could be able to ver-
ify signatures and make all the cryptographic operations in
order to perform all the critical real-time operations. This
central database can be in the cloud; nonetheless, this can
cause a delay that should be studied in detail in future work.
Another option is to have all the databases actively con-
nected one each other, and achieve Atomic Broadcast as in
[23] in order to perform atomic operations to the databases
(i.e. avoiding concurrent verifications using the same ticket
in different providers). Expired tickets could be removed
from the database for storage efficiency, and, moreover, only
ticket serial number would be necessary to be stored in the
database instead of storing all the ticket information.

4. Security and Privacy of the System

Proposition 1: The proposed e-ticketing system preserves
authenticity, non-repudiation, integrity and the expiry date
of the e-ticket.

Claim 1: It is computationally unfeasible to make a new
fraudulent e-ticket.
Security Argument. A valid e-ticket has the form T∗ =
(T,SignI(T)). Then, the first step that the provider P does
when an e-ticket is received is the verification of the signa-
ture. The Ticket Verification protocol will continue only if
this verification ends correctly; otherwise, P refusesU’s re-
quest. Thus, making a new fraudulent valid e-ticket would
be equivalent to break the signature scheme and that would
be computationally unfeasible as we have supposed that the
issuer I uses a secure signature scheme.

Claim 2: The issuer can not deny the emission of a valid
e-ticket.
Security Argument. A valid e-ticket has I’s signature and
the signature scheme used is secure. Consequently, the iden-
tity of the issuer is associated to the ticket; the signature is a
non-repudiation evidence of origin.

Claim 3: The content of the e-ticket can not be modified.
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Security Argument. Suppose that someone modifies the con-
tent of the ticket, then a new I’s signature has to be gener-
ated over the modified content; otherwise, the e-ticket will
not be valid. Again, if it is computationally unfeasible to
forge the I’s signature, it is unfeasible to modify the con-
tent of the e-ticket.

Claim 4: The e-ticket will not be longer valid after the
ticket validity time T.Tv.
Security Argument. The provider P receives the e-ticket
from the user at the Ticket Verification protocol before al-
lowing access to the service. First of all P checks the cor-
rectness of the e-ticket (obviously that includes the verifi-
cation of T.Tv). If the verification is not correct P stops
the protocol and the user will have no access to the service.
Also, according the Claim 3, the user can not tamper T.Tv.

Result 1: According to the definitions given at Sec. 3 and
the Claims 1, 2, 3 and 4 we can assure that the protocol
achieves the properties specified at Proposition 1.

Proposition 2: The e-ticketing system described in Sect. 3
is anonymous. The service offered is revocable anonymous.

Claim 5: An e-ticket is anonymous.
Security Argument. A valid e-ticket has the following in-
formation T = (Sn, Sv, PseuU , Tv, Ti, h(rI,n), h(rU ,n), δT ,P,
. . .). The information related to the user’s identity is solely
PseuU = (yU , skT (hash(yU))), where yU = αxU (mod p).
The user’s identity is xU , thus an enemy has to solve the
problem of computing the discrete logarithm to know the
identity of the user. Currently no efficient algorithms are
known to compute that.

Claim 6: The purchase of an e-ticket is anonymous.
Security Argument. As the protocol in Sect. 3.1.2 specifies,
the channel between U and I of the ticket is anonymous.
The protocol uses a Schnorr’s ZKP to provide the user iden-
tity to the I, so that the issuer can be sure that the con-
nected user who wants to buy the ticket is the right holder of
the pseudonym PseuU without disclosing her real identity.
Thus, the user does not need to reveal her identity to buy an
e-ticket.

Claim 7: A fake user cannot buy an e-ticket impersonating
other user.
Security Argument. In order to buy a ticket, the user has to
perform a Schnorr’s ZKP to prove knowledge of the iden-
tity to the issuer without revealing it. The user has to com-

pute w1 such as αw1
?
= A1 · yUc (mod p). As far as any

user preserves the privacy of her identity xU (which links to
CertU through the cooperation of T ), anyone else will not
be able to compute such w1. In this case, user can only be
accused through xU of ticket overspending (supposing that
the user keeps xU secretly), because she solely has the infor-
mation to perform the Ticket Verification protocol. Thus, the
e-ticketing system also preserves the exculpability property.

Result 2: According to the definitions given at Sect. 3 and
the Claims 5, 6 and 7 we can assert the Proposition 2. The

e-ticketing system is anonymous and this anonymity could
be revocable in case of a user’s fraudulent action. The
pseudonym manager T knows the correspondence between
xU and yU (see Algorithm: ‘Pseudonym Renewal’). There-
fore, T could reveal the association between xU and yU due
to law enforcement (e.g. a judge could request the user’s
identity to T ).

Proposition 3: The protocol satisfies the property of ex-
culpability and a malicious service provider cannot reduce
the times that a reusable ticket can be used.

Claim 8: The user U is able to prove that she has already
validated the ticket.
Security Argument. If a user U executes successfully the
Ticket Verification protocol, U will obtain the exculpabil-
ity proof rI. She can use this proof to demonstrate that the
ticket has been validated. If the Ticket Verification proto-
col is stopped andU does not obtain the exculpability proof
after the revelation of rU , she can execute Claim m4 Not
Received. This wayU would obtain an alternative exculpa-
bility proof from the TTP.

Claim 9: The service provider can not falsely accuse the
user of ticket overspending.
Security Argument. When the service provider P receives
the message m1 in step 1 of the Ticket Verification protocol
(showTicket), P looks for the ticket that matches with the
received serial number in its database. If the ticket had been
already spent, the service provider will find the overspend-
ing proof rU together with the ticket. The service provider
has to show this element to accuse the user of overspend-
ing. If the user had not validated the ticket before, then the
service provider does not have the element (U will send it
in step 3: showProof ), as the inversion of the hash func-
tion is believed to be computationally infeasible, and also
there can not exist collisions in this hash function, so P can
not falsely accuse the user of overspending. If the service
provider, even not being able to prove the overspending, de-
cides to deny the service to the user, the user can contact the
TTP in order to solve the situation through Claim m2 Not
Received.

Claim 10: The provider P cannot falsely accuse the user
of spending a coupon h(rU ,n−i), which has not already been
used.
Security Argument. The provider P cannot deduce any
h(rU ,n−k)∀k < j. When the user U spends the ith coupon
of her ticket, she sends h(rU ,n−i) to the provider P (see step
shoowProof of the Ticket Verification protocol). Then the
provider stores this value in order to avoid overspending.
According to the hash functions properties and, as it shows
in Figs. 3 and 4, from h(rU ,n−i) it is only possible to deduct
an h(rU ,n−k)∀k > j. Because it is not possible to go in the
direction of rU . So, the provider is not able to deduce any
non-spent value of the hash function chain.

Result 3: According to the definitions given at Sect. 3 and
the Claims 8, 9 and 10 we can assure that the protocol
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Fig. 3 Correct use.

Fig. 4 Reutilization.

achieves the property specified at the Proposition 3. The
ticket verification process is a fair exchange: any part can
obtain the exculpability proof of the other part without re-
vealing its own proof.

Proposition 4: The tickets issued by the protocol de-
scribed in Sect. 3.1 can be preset to be reusable tickets, both
for a limited number of verifications or a limited period of
time.

Claim 11: The protocol allows the creation of N-usable
tickets maintaining the security properties of the non
reusable tickets, including exculpability.

Security Argument. During the execution of the Ticket ver-
ification protocol, U uses the last element of the chain of
proofs h(rU ,n) and receives in exchange an element contain-
ing the last element of the chain of issuer proofs h(rI,n).
Due to the properties of hash functions, U cannot gener-
ate h(rI,n−i) and P cannot generate h(rU ,n−i). The successive
verifications will use the remaining elements of the chain in
reverse order.

Claim 12: The protocol allows the creation of period-
usable tickets maintaining the security properties of the non
reusable tickets, including exculpability.

Security Argument. In this case the concept of overspending
is not applicable. The user will obtain a verification proof
each time he executes the Ticket Verification protocol ob-
taining an exculpability proof provided the time of the veri-
fication attempt is less than the limit of the validity period.

Result 4: According to the Claims 11 and 12 we can as-
sert the Proposition 4. The protocol is flexible enough to
be used with all kinds of services, with independence of its
reusability requirements.

Proposition 5: The protocol avoids overspending with
minimum requirements of persistent connections with a cen-
tralized system.

Claim 13: The protocol avoids overspending.
Security Argument. If a user tries to overspend a ticket, she

will send to P a spent hash value (a h(rU ,n−i) with i ≤ j). The

provider will verify that h(rU ,n− j)
?
= hashs(h(rU ,n−i)). This

verification will always fail, because the hash chain goes in
the opposite direction (see Figs. 3 and 4). Then the provider
will block the ticket identified by T.Sn till the reception of a
non-spent hash value.

Claim 14: If the ticket can only be validated by one
provider then the verification is totally offline.
Security Argument. The provider P maintains a database
with the serial numbers of the e-tickets that have been al-
ready validated (together with their exculpability proofs) un-
til their expiry date. With the contents of this database the
provider has enough information to decide if P accepts and
validates a new ticket because P can check both the issuer’s
signature and the fact that the e-ticket has not been spent be-
fore. So the provider does not need to contact to any party
during the verification of an e-ticket.

Claim 15: If the ticket can be validated with several
providers then the providers must be connected and share
a database of spent tickets.
Security Argument. The set of providers maintain a shared
database with the serial numbers of the e-tickets that have
been already validated (together with their exculpability
proofs) until their expiry date. The contents of this database
are used by the providers to decide if they accept and vali-
date a new ticket. So the provider does not need connection
to the issuer during the verification of an e-ticket, but the set
of providers must have a shared database instead.

Result 5: According to the definitions given at Sect. 3 and
the Claims 13, 14 and 15 we can assure that the protocol
achieves Proposition 5. The issuer is offline during the ver-
ification phase and the providers contact among them only
in some kind of services. In all cases, the protocol prevents
ticket overspending.

5. Implementation Details and Experimental Results

There are several important factors to consider when we de-
sign an e-ticketing system that should be usable in practice.
The response time is one of them. Thus, we have imple-
mented our protocol and we present some results regarding
its time performance.

In Sect. 5.1, we describe the developed components,
the development environment and the hardware that we
have used. Next, the testing methodology is described in
Sect. 5.2, i.e. the system can be configured using different
key lengths. We can assume that we would obtain more se-
curity with larger keys but the computational cost will be
higher. We want to study how the key length influence the
computational cost. Next, we present the obtained results
differentiating the costs in the user side (Sect. 5.3) and the
server side (Sect. 5.4).
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Fig. 5 Architecture of the testing environment.

Fig. 6 Protocols of the client component.

5.1 E-ticketing System Development and Configuration
Details

As introduced in Sect. 3, our system comprises three main
phases: pseudonym renewal, ticket purchase and ticket ver-
ification; and there are four actors: the user, the service
provider, the ticket issuer and the pseudonym manager. So
that, the system implementation requires four components:
one for each entity in the system. Nonetheless, we have
grouped in one server the service provider, the ticket is-
suer and the pseudonym manager for practical reasons, see
Fig. 5. The server takes the role of different servers in a
PC. The server component has been developed with the Java
programming language (Java 2 Standard Edition), allowing
portability in a great number of platforms.

The user interacts with the other actors (the service
provider, the ticket issuer and the pseudonym manager) by
means of a mobile phone, so that the user component (client)
should be executed in a mobile phone. The Fig. 6 shows the
protocols implemented in the client component. Given that
a great number of mobile phones can execute Java appli-
cations, we have developed the client in Java 2 Micro Edi-
tion (J2ME). The mobile phone used has been a Nokia 6212
Classic with an embedded API for NFC communication.

The communication between server and client is
performed via Near Field Communication (NFCIP-1,
ISO18092). Nowadays, there are few mobile phones with
NFC technology. Nonetheless, in a near future the main
smart-phones platforms will include the NFC technology.
Nokia has announced that for this year (2011) every Nokia
smartphone will have NFC†. Android Gingerbread 2.3 will
support near field communications to read RFID tags as well
as communicate with other phones, payment systems and
other possible applications††, and Apple is testing an iPhone
with NFC chips†††. The server uses an Arygon NFC Reader

Table 2 Equipment specification details.

Computer (server) CPU AMD Athlon 64 X2
Dual 5000+ (2.59 GHz)

RAM 2 GB
OS Windows XP
Java version Java 6
NFC reader Arygon ADRA-USB

Mobile phone (client) Model Nokia 6212 NFC classic
Java version J2ME (Series 40 SDK 1.0

with JSR 257 extension)

(ADRA-USB) in order to connect with the mobile phone.
The equipment of the entire scheme is detailed in Table 2.

It should be taken into consideration that the mobile
phone acts as the initiator of the transactions, and the server
is the target, i.e. the server is waiting forU’s requests.
Finally, we have used the BouncyCastle crypto library††††

for all the cryptographic operations in both J2SE and J2ME.

5.2 Testing Methodology

The e-ticketing system can be configured with the key length
parameter l. This parameter l refers to the key size (in bits)
of the RSA cryptosystem used in the protocol, as well as the
number of bits of the generated prime numbers for the gen-
eration of the Zq and Zp. The larger the parameter is, the
harder is the cryptosystem to be broken, i.e. we have a sys-
tem more secure. On the other hand, the time consumption
is also increased, and has to be evaluated.

We have run the protocols with different key sizes of
512, 1024 and 2048 bits, respectively. The results are stud-
ied in Sects. 5.3 and 5.4 evaluating the costs in the user side
and the server side, respectively. Regarding the length of the
keys l, at the present time a size of l = 1024 bits is consid-
ered computationally safe [24]. According to that, we have
tested our scheme with a smaller length (l = 512 bits) and a
larger one (l = 2048 bits). In this way, we can examine how
the key length influences the system performance.

We have executed several test for every key length and
protocol, so that the times shown in the following sections
are the average of these times.

5.3 Cost Results in the Client (User) Side

We have studied the global times of the protocol in
5.3.1 as well as the partial times of each protocol
(pseudonym renewal, ticket purchase and ticket verification,
see Sects. 5.3.2, 5.3.3 and 5.3.4 respectively), in order to
identify the most costly parts of each protocol in the client
(user) side.

†http://www.nearfieldcommunicationsworld.com/2010/06/17/
33966/all-new-nokia-smartphones-to-come-with-nfc-from-2011/
††http://thenextweb.com/google/2010/11/15/googles-schmidt

-android-gingerbread-to-have-near-field-communication-support/
†††http://blogs.computerworld.com/16749/new apple hire

shows iphone iwallet future
††††http://www.bouncycastle.org/
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Fig. 7 Computational cost of every protocol using several key lengths in
the client side.

Fig. 8 Partial times of the pseudonym renewal. (see Table 3 for ti details)

5.3.1 Global Time Cost Results

Figure 7 shows the average time (in ms) required to com-
plete each transaction (Pseudonym Renewal, Ticket Pur-
chase and Ticket Verification phases) taking into account the
interaction with the other entities. These results are given
depending on the used key length l (in bits) with its values
512, 1024 and 2048, respectively. We focus specially on
the Ticket Verification phase, where the delay time has to be
strongly reduced if we assume a mass-transit scenario. This
delay varies from 1.1 to 2.5 seconds depending on the key
length l parameter, what makes the proposal definitely prac-
tical. In general, all the transactions are considered practical
in 1024 bits (cost lower than 2s), and they become increased
in 2048 bits. We detail the times of each phase by consider-
ing the costs of all their subphases in Sects. 5.3.2, 5.3.3 and
5.3.4 in order to show the most costly operations in terms of
delay times.

5.3.2 Detailed Time Cost of the Pseudonym Renewal

Figure 8 shows the partial time intervals of the Pseudonym
Renewal phase. As expected, the decryption of the signed

Table 3 Details of the pseudonym renewal partial times.

Partial time Description
t1 Sending of the pseudonym request
t2 Reception of the pseudonym response
t3 Decryption of the signed pseudonym
t4 Pseudonym’s signature verification

Fig. 9 Partial times of the ticket purchase. (see Table 4 for ti details)

Table 4 Details of the ticket purchase partial times.

Partial time Description
t1 Sending of the commitment
t2 Reception of the challenge
t3 Computation of the Schnorr’s ZKP response
t4 Sending of the Schnorr’s ZKP response
t5 Computation of the shared symmetric key
t6 Reception of the ticket
t7 Verification of the ticket data

pseudonym (t3) is the most costly operation in this phase,
and increases obviously depending on the key length l pa-
rameter. This operation is performed by the user in the mo-
bile phone. There are not great remarks in the other opera-
tions, as precomputation of the non-interactive values helps
to reduce the global transaction times.

We have obtained similar results for 512 and 1024,
where the variation between them is few milliseconds; when
we use the 2048-bit key, the computational times are higher
as we expected. This is due to the actual computational
power, i.e. the times required to compute modular exponen-
tiations with 512 and 1024 bits are quite low and they are
practically the same. In this case (512 and 1024), the com-
munication costs can have more influence in the final time
than the computational cost.

5.3.3 Detailed Time Cost of the Ticket Purchase

Figure 9 shows the partial time intervals of the Ticket Pur-
chase phase. The main costs remain on the computation and
transmission of the Schnorr’s ZKP (t3 and t4), as well as the
communication cost of the first commitment (t1), specially
all of them with 2048 bits. The verification of the ticket sig-
nature (t7) varies from 100 to 400 ms. Once again, some
values have been precomputed to reduce the time of the pro-
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Fig. 10 Partial times of the ticket verification. (see Table 5 for ti details)

Table 5 Details of the ticket verification partial times.

Partial time Description
t1 Sending of the ticket
t2 Reception of the response
t3 Verification of the response
t4 Computation of the symmetric encryption of rU
t5 Sending of the symmetric encryption of rU
t6 Reception of the receipt
t7 Verification of the receipt data
t8 Computation and verification of the symmetric

decryption of rI

tocol execution.

5.3.4 Detailed Time Cost of the Ticket Verification

Figure 10 shows the partial time intervals of the Ticket Ver-
ification phase. The most remarkable costs remain on the
connection and sending of the ticket (t1), depending on the
amount of data with its key length (parameters and signa-
ture), followed by the signature verification of the response
(t3), the sending of the symmetric encryption of the param-
eter rU (t5), and finally the verification of the receipt (t7).
Other times such as the reception of the response (t2), the
computation of the symmetric encryption of rU (t4), the re-
ception of the receipt (t6) and the computation of the sym-
metric decryption of rI (t8) have become not costly opera-
tions.

Independently from the key length l parameter, there
is a variation in the communication times depending on the
steps of the protocol, as the server and the client have to
synchronize their protocol steps in order to exchange their
information.

5.4 Cost Results in the Server Side

We have studied the global times of the protocol in 5.4.1 as
well as the partial times of each protocol (Pseudonym Re-
newal, Ticket Purchase and Ticket Verification phases, see
Sects. 5.4.2, 5.4.3 and 5.4.4 respectively), in order to iden-
tify the most costly parts of each protocol in the server side.

Fig. 11 Computational cost of every protocol using several key lengths
in the server side.

Fig. 12 Partial times of the pseudonym renewal. (see Table 6 for ti de-
tails)

5.4.1 Global Time Cost Results

Figure 11 shows the average time (in ms) required to com-
plete each transaction (Pseudonym Renewal, Ticket Pur-
chase and Ticket Verification phases) taking into account
the interaction with the user by each entity (Trusted Third
Party, Issuer and Service Provider). These results are given
depending on the used key length l (in bits) with its values
512, 1024 and 2048, respectively. We focus specially on
the Ticket Verification phase, where the delay time has to
be strongly reduced if we assume a mass-transit scenario.
This delay varies from 0.7 to 2 seconds depending on the
key length l parameter, what makes the proposal definitely
practical, specially until 1024 bits. We detail the times of
each phase by considering the costs of all their subphases in
Sects. 5.4.2, 5.4.3 and 5.4.4 in order to show the most costly
operations in terms of delay times.

5.4.2 Detailed Time Cost of the Pseudonym Renewal

Figure 12 shows the partial time intervals of the Pseudonym
Renewal phase. In this part, the communication with the
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Table 6 Details of the pseudonym renewal partial times.

Partial time Description
t1 Reception of the pseudonym request
t2 Pseudonym extraction
t3 Verification & signature of the pseudonym
t4 Sending the signed pseudonym

Fig. 13 Partial times of the ticket purchase. (see Table 7 for ti details)

Table 7 Details of the ticket purchase partial times.

Partial time Description
t1 Reception of the commitment
t2 Signature verification
t3 Computation & sending of the challenge
t4 Reception of the ZKP response
t5 Verification of the ZKP response
t6 Generation of the ticket
t7 Sending of the ticket

client (reception of the request and sending of the signed
pseudonym) is the major part of the protocol.

5.4.3 Detailed Time Cost of the Ticket Purchase

Figure 13 shows the partial time intervals of the Ticket Pur-
chase phase. The main costs are, another time, for com-
munication (and synchronization) with the client (t1, t4, t7),
and only the verification of the Zero-Knowledge Proof is the
most costly computation part (mainly for 2048 bits).

5.4.4 Detailed Time Cost of the Ticket Verification

Figure 14 shows the partial time intervals of the Ticket Veri-
fication phase. The main costs are related to communication
also (t1 for sending of the ticket, t5 for sending the symmet-
ric encryption of rU), but there are also some computation
costs to be taken into account (t3 verification of the response,
and t7 verification of the receipt data), specially at 2048 bits.

5.5 Database Size and Other System Requirements

We show in Table 9 the size of every register in the database.
This size depends on the key length parameter l: 512, 1024

Fig. 14 Partial times of the ticket verification. (see Table 8 for ti details)

Table 8 Details of the ticket verification partial times.

Partial time Description
t1 Reception of the ticket
t2 Generation of the response
t3 Reception of the symmetric encryption of rU
t4 Generation of the receipt
t5 Sending of the receipt

Table 9 Details of the database register sizes (in bytes) depending on the
key length parameter l.

Parameter Key size
512 bits 1024 bits 2048 bits

T∗ 870B 995 B 1765 B
R∗ 218 B 281 B 538 B
rI 64 B 128 B 256 B

rU or h(rU ,use) 64 B 128 B 256 B
use 1 B 1 B 1 B

TOTAL 1217 B 1533 B 2816 B

or 2048 bits. In the table we detail also which are the at-
tributes which are stored into the database, and also which
are their partial sizes.

We analyse the capacity requirements of this protocol
for a real mass-transport system. The Tokyo Subway is the
metro system which has most annual passenger rides, where
in 2009 registered 3160 M rides, what makes an average of
8.7 M daily rides†. If we take our 1024-bit results (1533
B per register), it would require a new daily capacity of
12.43 GiB. According to what we suggested for the mainte-
nance of the database, the tickets have a validity time, and
after that period they could be removed. If we set, for exam-
ple, a 60-day validity period, it would require a capacity of
750 GiB, which we think it could be practical in this kind of
mass-transport system.

6. Conclusions

We have proposed an e-ticketing scheme with revocable
anonymity and exculpability as security requirements, and

†http://geography.about.com/od/urbaneconomicgeography/a/
Busiest-Subways.htm
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also reusability, in order to allow multi-verifiable tickets.
Moreover, we have used personal mobile devices in the
system, lightening then the computational requirements on
the users’ side. We assume, for simplicity, that only one
provider is able to give a certain service; then, the ticket ver-
ification phase is totally offline from the ticket issuer.

An analysis of the security and privacy of the proposal
has been also performed, breaking down all the security re-
quirements and evaluating the achievements.

The proposed system has been implemented and we
give the details and the experimental results in order to ver-
ify that has a reasonable response time, i.e. it is usable in
practice. We have analyzed the global time results for all
the phases, and also the partial time results for each phase
of the protocol. The results obtained, specifically the verifi-
cation time (1.4 seconds using a 1024-bit key length in the
user side, less than 1 second in the server side), allow to use
the system in practice for mass-transit systems.

Finally, as a future work, we want to extend this e-
ticketing NFC system (for one provider giving one deter-
mined service) by analysing its performance in a scenario
with multiple service providers giving the same service,
evaluating delay differences between a central server (cloud,
remote desktop) and an online scenario connecting all the
databases of the service providers. This last scenario would
use Atomic Broadcast in order to make atomic operations to
the databases as in [23]. Moreover, our intention is to con-
tinue improving the delay response times and also to include
new security requirements such as transferability.
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